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Abstract—Land surface temperature is an essential climate 
variable that can serve as a proxy for detecting water deficiencies 
in croplands and wooded areas. Its measurement can however be 
influenced by anisotropic properties of surface targets leading to 
occurrence of directional effects on the signal. This may lead to an 
incorrect interpretation of thermal measurements. In this study, 
we perform model assessments and check the influence of thermal 
radiation directionality using data over a vineyard.  To derive the 
overall directional surface temperatures, elemental values 
measured by individual cameras were aggregated according to the 
respective cover fractions/weights in viewing direction. 
Aggregated temperatures from the turbid model were compared 
to corresponding temperatures simulated by the 3D DART  
radiative transfer model. The reconstructed temperatures were 
then used in surface-energy-balance (SEB) simulations to assess 
the impact of the Sun-target-sensor geometry on retrievals. Here, 
the pseudo-isotropic Soil-Plant-Atmosphere-Remote-Sensing-of-
Evapotranspiration (SPARSE) dual-source model together with 
the non-isotropic version (SPARSE4), were used. Both schemes 
were able to retrieve overall fluxes satisfactorily, confirming a 
previous study. However, the sensitivity (of flux and component 
temperature estimates) of the schemes to viewing direction was 
tested for the first time using reconstructed sets of directional 
thermal data to force the models. Degradation (relative to nadir) 
in flux retrieval cross-row was observed, with better consistency 
along rows. Overall, it was nevertheless shown that SPARSE4 is 
less influenced by the viewing direction of the temperature than 
SPARSE, particularly for strongly off-nadir viewing. Some 
directional/asymmetrical artefacts are however not well 
reproduced by the simple Radiative Transfer Methods (RTM), 
which can then manifest in and influence the subsequent thermal-
infrared-driven SEB modelling. 
 
Index Terms—evapotranspiration, surface-energy-balance, 
temperature-inversion, thermal-radiation-directionality, vineyard 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

HE economic livelihood of many semi-arid regions 
largely depends on fruit production. Vineyards, for 
example, are commonplace in the relatively dry or 

semiarid regions of Spain. With evapotranspiration (ET, which 
includes other consumptive water use, inter alia, by 
animals/humans, from open water bodies) accounting for nearly 
all the water used from such areas [1], accurate ET retrieval 
methods are necessary to optimise irrigation water demand. 
This can be achieved by solving the soil water balance [upto the 
rootzone] with the aim of quantifying soil water deficits that 
indicate the need for supplementary irrigation and better 
provide for the climatic demand. Methods that directly estimate 
states in the vadose zone however require input variables that 
are difficult to estimate, and whose uncertainties may lead to 
poor estimates of water needs. Alternatively, indirect methods 
that use proxies to establish water-status can be used. In this 
regard, several methods have been proposed, with some already 
operational, including physically-based surface energy balance 
(SEB) methods (e.g. SEBS [2]; SEBAL [3]; TSEB [4]). 
Typically, terrestrial variables related to water availability are 
required to drive these models, i.e. to set the boundary 
conditions for near land surface interactions. For instance, 
remote sensing based methods use the land surface temperature 
(LST) as a proxy for water status when inverting the surface 
energy budget for ET estimates. As such, LST can also act as a 
key descriptor in drought and water stress indices [5], [6]. LST 
is typically derived from the emission signals observed by 
radiometers sensing in the thermal infrared spectral domain. 

Compared to in-situ thermal measurements, remotely sensed 
surface temperatures allow the monitoring of water fluxes over 
larger spatial scales. However, several issues arise when using 
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thermal data from satellite sensors: missing data (for example, 
due to overcast conditions), inadequate spatial and temporal 
resolutions, and thermal radiation directionality (TRD) issues. 
Efforts have mostly been directed towards addressing the first 
two, for example, by applying gap filling methods, data fusion 
techniques, proposing missions with improved revisit times and 
spatial resolutions, applying disaggregation techniques, among 
others. Limited focus has however been placed on 
analysing/evaluating how thermal directionality influences flux 
retrieval although many TRD models have been proposed [7], 
[8]. In recent literature, [9] have for instance proposed a 
framework for correcting angular effects that could help 
improve flux retrieval in single-source SEB methods. Granted, 
[10] have postulated that the contribution of surface 
temperature uncertainties to errors in the estimation of the 
energy balance could rank lower relative to uncertainty in other 
variables required in SEB schemes; notably, the uncertainty in 
wind speed and the roughness lengths for turbulent flux 
exchange. Nonetheless, uncertainties due to thermal 
directionality, which can lead to large nadir-off nadir 
differences; for instance, up to 15 K were observed over 
vineyards [11], and this can lead to inaccuracies in retrieved 
turbulent fluxes. Additionally, since the relationship between 
the roughness lengths of heat (which is influenced by the 
thermal dynamic state of the surface [2]) and momentum - 
where they help distinguish between aerodynamic and radiant 
temperatures [12], [13] through their contribution to the 
aerodynamic resistance - any errors arising from an insufficient 
roughness length parameterization can, by extension, be 
attributed to uncertainties in temperature. This necessitates the 
use of realistic surface temperatures when estimating the energy 
balance. 

Vineyards represent complex heterogeneous canopies for heat 
exchange due to the strong contrast between the soil (inter-row) 
and the vegetation. Such complex and contrasting remote 
sensing targets induce considerable directional variability on 
the observed surface signals depending on the sensor’s view 
direction [14]. For instance, cross-row, the gap (or soil) fraction 
(and thus the observed soil emissions) will vary considerably 
with viewing zenith/elevation since the further from nadir, the 
larger the fraction of vegetation in view. This is however not 
the case when observing along the row where the gap fraction 
exhibits little variation with viewing elevation. Additionally, 
depending on the row orientation, the proportion of the viewed 
gap that is illuminated or shaded will change depending on the 
time or position of the sun. The direction of the sun (relative to 
the row geometry, whether along- or cross row) will also 
influence the radiation intercepted and consequently retained by 
the various surface components. 

The aim of the current study was to analyse the relationship 
between surface energy balance components (including latent 
heat/evapotranspiration) and the directional LST in a row 
canopy. Specifically: i) the analysis of energy budget 
components measured over a row canopy, ii) modeling and 
assessment of directional temperatures and surface exchange 
components using radiative transfer and SEB schemes, 

respectively; iii) applying the directional thermal data so as to 
analyze and evaluate the consistency of flux retrieval in a row 
canopy. To this end, a field campaign within the framework of 
the HiLiaise, CNES/TRISHNA [15] and ESA WineEO projects 
was conducted during the spring and summer periods of 2021 
in a Tempranillo vineyard located in Lleida province, north-
eastern Spain. In addition to meteorological and elemental 
temperature measurements, various components of the 
radiation and surface energy balance were monitored. After 
performing initial corrections aimed at enhancing the observed 
surface energy budget, the data were applied in model 
evaluations. Land surface temperature is required as an input 
variable for inference of the prevailing terrestrial water status. 
This proxy was reconstructed from the elemental thermal 
measurements, consequently allowing the 
evaluation/comparison of retrievals from relatively simple 
radiative transfer methods with those simulated by a more 
realistic and comprehensive 3-D model. Regarding the near-
land surface processes, the Soil Plant Atmosphere Remote 
Sensing of Evapotranspiration (SPARSE and SPARSE4) 
simulated the energy exchanges during the period. 
Meteorological, biophysical and reconstructed temperature data 
were used to drive the SPARSE and SPARSE4 formulations. In 
the following, the site along with the collected and processed 
data are described. The results from the model assessments are 
then presented. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This section begins by describing the experimental site and 
the instruments installed therein. The following sub-section 
briefly summarizes the different methods applied in this study. 
Finally, details on the data collected during the field campaign 
are given including: what data were measured; procedures 
undertaken for the energy budget closure corrections; and 
directional temperature reconstructions. 

A. Site description and instrumentation 

The study area is located in Verdu, Lleida province, north-
east of Spain (latitude: 41.596° N; longitude: 1.126° E). The 
vineyard at the site is privately owned and managed. Lleida has 
a temperate semi-arid climate (class BSk, Koppen climate 
classification) characterised by cold winters and hot dry 
summers, with the annual potential evapotranspiration often 
exceeding the precipitation. The cultivar (grape variety) is 
Tempranillo. The tree spacing is ~1.1 m and the row spacing 
~4.1 m with the vineyard’s rows oriented roughly East-West 
(~110° from north). The row scene schematic is shown in 
Figure 1. The vineyard was drip irrigated with drippers spaced 
0.6 m apart along a single drip line per vine row. Irrigation 
scheduling was conducted according to the FAO-56 Penman-
Monteith method. The land use of the immediate vicinity is 
predominantly viticultural. According to results of a soil 
analysis of the site, the sand, loam, clay compositions are 
26.32%, 28.36%, 45.32%, respectively. The soil’s relatively 
stony nature, especially at the topmost layer, helps to control 
and thus reduce evaporation losses allowing more effective 
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irrigation water usage. 

Instrumentation 
The data collection campaign took place from April to 

September 2021. The experimental installations (instruments) 
at the study site included: 

- SN 500-SS four-component net radiometer 
(Apogee Instruments) for observing down- and 
up-welling shortwave (model SP-510 and model 
SP-610, respectively) and longwave (model SL-

510 and SL-610, respectively) radiation fluxes. 
Due to logistical constraints, the instrument was 
installed atop the row/canopy hence mostly 
viewing the vegetation elements. 

- An eddy covariance system (IRGASON 
instrument, Campbell Scientific) for the 
monitoring of turbulent flux exchanges installed 3 
m above the ground surface. It combines an open-
path gas analyzer with a 3D sonic anemometer.   

 

 
Figure 1: A) Map of the experimental study site in Verdu, Cataluña, Spain (adapted from data retrieved from gadm.org). B) The 
eddy covariance system and thermal camera installations at the vineyard; and a depiction of the scene & setup details. C) The 
[noon] meteorological and other variables – in-situ observations at the Verdu experimental site, and the NDVI computed using the 
near infrared and red signals measured above the canopy 

- Hygrovue5 temperature and humidity sensor 
(Campbell Scientific) for measuring the air 
temperature and relative humidity above the 
canopy at ~3 m. 

- Three HFP01 soil conduction plates placed at 5 
cm depth below the surface for sensing the ground 

heat flux. Two of the plates were placed under the 
canopy and one between the rows. Subsequent 
correction to include the heat storage at the top 
layer was done using the calorimetric method 
(described further below). 

- Thetaprobes (DeltaT ML2x) for soil moisture and 

C) 
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soil temperature measurements. Three probes 
were installed under the canopy sensing at 
varying depths (5, 15, 30 cm) and one installed 
between the rows at 5 cm depth. 

- Three SKR 1840 NDVImetre sensors (SKYE 
Instruments) for observing the irradiance and 
radiances in the red and near infrared spectral 
domains. That is, one NDVI (Normalized 
Difference Vegetation Index) instrument 
observed the respective narrow-band irradiances 
while the other two were placed such that they 
could observe the radiances atop the canopy and 
bare soil, respectively.  

- Thermal MLX90641 IR cameras (ID1, ID2, ID3) 
for measurement of the component surface 
temperatures (i.e., sunlit soil, shaded and sunlit 
vegetation, respectively). The TIR cameras have 
16x12 pixels (with a field of view of X direction: 
110°; Y direction: 75°), and have an accuracy of 
~±1.5 °C (under isothermal conditions). These 
were installed to view the bare soil, and the 
vegetation from two directions (i.e., in the sun’s 
direction and in the shade) and sampling every 15 
minutes. To be consistent with most of the other 
observed variables (with 30-minute acquisition 
intervals), only the half hourly temperatures were 
used. See Figure 1 for the installation set-up. 

Selected radiation and meteorological variables are displayed 
in Figure 1. 

B. Methods 

Here we briefly summarize the various methods used within 
this study. These include: radiative transfer models that 
describe the interaction of radiation fluxes within the 
surface/canopy; and surface energy balance schemes that 
estimate energy exchanges at the near-land surface (where 
radiative transfer and energy budget modules are combined for 
radiation and turbulent fluxes estimation/partitioning, 
respectively). 

Radiative transfer models 
The Unified François radiative transfer method [16] extends 

[17] by incorporating BRDF (bidirectional reflectance 
distribution function) and row canopy aspects proposed in [18]. 
The row crop gap frequency formulation in [18] basically splits 
the scene into two, i) gaps between the rows, with a gap 
probability of 1 when viewed at parallel projection from nadir, 
and ii) the vegetated row, where the gap fraction is calculated 
using a Beer-Lambert approximation following [19]. 

DART (discrete anisotropic radiative transfer [20]) is a 
comprehensive radiative transfer scheme that simulates the 
remote sensing images and 3D radiative budget of natural and 
urban landscapes, from the visible to the thermal infrared 
spectral domains. It can simulate leaf specular, polarization and 
sun induced fluorescence mechanisms as well as topography 
and the hotspot [20], for any instrumental and experimental 
configuration. 

4SAIL (the thermal-based four-stream scattering by 
arbitrarily inclined leaves [21]) is a 1D thermal radiative 
transfer model that does not account for canopy heterogeneity. 

Surface energy balance 
In this study, we apply the Soil Plant Atmosphere Remote 

Sensing of Evapotranspiration (SPARSE, [22]) model to 
simulate the land surface energy exchanges. SPARSE, like the 
two source energy balance model TSEB [4], is a surface energy 
balance (SEB) method that simulates soil-vegetation-
atmosphere interactions and consequently retrieves 
actual/prevailing surface (soil and vegetation) energy fluxes by 
inverting the surface temperature. The scheme was recently 
extended (named SPARSE4) to discriminate the soil and 
vegetation sources into their respective sunlit/shaded 
components [23] where an extended energy balance scheme 
was coupled with the aforementioned Unified François 
radiative model [16], [18]. The algorithms’ overall surface 
energy budget expressions are identical to Equation (3) (which 
is used in the observed energy imbalance corrections) with the 
partitioning of the available energy between the various 
components written as; 

(R� − G) − (H + λE) = � R�,��(1–  ξ) − (H�� + λE��)

��

= 0(1) 

where R� [W m��] is the net radiation, G [W m��] is the 
ground heat flux, ξ is the fraction of soil/ground heat net 

radiation stored in the soil substrate, i.e., ξ = G/R��. 

Accordingly, it is set to 0 for vegetation elements. λE [W m��] 

and H [W m��] are the latent heat and sensible heat fluxes, 
respectively. In the definition (thus partitioning) of the different 
radiation and turbulent fluxes, xx= v, g and xx= vs, vh, gs, gh 
for SPARSE and SPARSE4, respectively. 

The schemes employ a Penman-Monteith approximation 
method to estimate the latent heat flux with aerodynamic 
resistances for heat and momentum exchanges formulated 
following [24]. Similar to the Surface Energy Balance System 
SEBS [2], potential and fully stressed limits are set for 
physically-consistent flux estimates. To simulate the water 
status as characterised by the surface boundary condition (i.e., 
surface temperature, which can help describe the conditions at 
the aerodynamic level), it is assumed that the soil will be 
stressed before the vegetation; for this, evaporation and 
transpiration efficiency terms are introduced. As such, the 
system starts with the respective soil and vegetation 
components evaporating and transpiring at potential rates, with 
the evaporation efficiency of the soil reduced first (until soil 
water is depleted, i.e., at minimum soil efficiency) followed by 
that of the vegetation until convergence. 

C. Data, data processing procedures and methodology 

Biophysical data 
The leaf area index (LAI) was measured using a destructive 

approach. Since the canopy cover is expected to vary during 
vine development, it was necessary to scale the LAI so as to 
ensure a temporal trend. An exponential regression (following 
the NDVImeter documentation, e.g.  Equation (2) [25]) was 
hence fitted. To this end, the red and near infrared (NIR) 
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radiation signals measured by the NDVImeter sensors were 
used to compute the normalized difference vegetation index as: 

NDVI =
ρ��� − ρ���

ρ��� + ρ���

;  LAI= a ∙e(����� ) (2) 

where � = radiance/irradiance is the reflectance in the near 
infrared (���) and ���  spectral domains. The derived NDVI 
(from radiation signals acquired above the canopy, Figure 1C) 
were subsequently used to scale the clumped LAI to mimic the 
vegetative growth throughout the period. The temporally 
varying canopy cover obtained from this procedure was applied 
in other parts of this study, i.e., for the energy balance closure 
corrections and in the modelling exercises. 

Processing and correction of the raw eddy covariance data 
was carried out using the EasyFlux DL (Campbell Scientific) 
program. A simple gap-filling method (linear interpolation - 
based on the instantaneous to daily flux ratio from the 
immediate observed past) was then applied to address any 
missing data in the processed turbulent fluxes. The simplified 
gap-filling method was warranted as only a few gap instances 
presented in the measurements. Regardless, in EB/EC 
correction studies with many missing data that may lead to 
insufficient and thus incorrect interpretations, comprehensive 
methods (such as the physically-based full-factorial gap-filling 
scheme proposed in [26]) should be preferred. The wind speed 
(u�) was recomputed from the horizontal wind speed vector 
components from the sonic anemometer, i.e., u� = (u� +
v�)�.�. 

Available energy, turbulent fluxes and the energy balance 
closure 

The total available energy at the surface (R� − G�) is used up 
for the turbulent energy exchanges (sensible and latent heat 
fluxes). This yields the surface energy balance equation 
commonly written as: 

R� − G� = λE + H (3) 
where all terms are as previously defined, i.e., R� [W m��] 

the overall net radiation equivalent to total (solar and thermal) 
irradiances less total radiances, G� [W m��] is the ground heat 
flux in the soil column, λE [W m��] and H [W m��] are the 
latent heat energy and sensible heat energy fluxes, respectively.  

Unlike other methods (for example, flux variance, surface 
renewal) that can only measure surface turbulent fluxes 
indirectly, eddy covariance (EC) systems allow direct 
measurement of latent and sensible fluxes [27]–[29]. As a 
result, the ideal energy budget closure, where the observed 
available energy is equivalent to the measured turbulent fluxes, 
is rarely achieved in EC. The observed available energy has, in 
most cases, been found to be larger than the observed turbulent 
fluxes [30]. This is the well documented energy balance closure 
problem, which has been investigated and shown to be a 
recurring issue in multitudes of flux experimental sites [30], 
[31]. [31] discussed circumstantial evidence pointing to a link 
between the non-closure of the energy balance with CO2 fluxes 
while [30] mostly attributed the imbalances to miscalculations 
and scale issues, either in the available energy (net radiation or 
ground heat flux), or in the resulting turbulence measurements. 
Energy imbalance can also arise from advective fluxes and/or 

an inadequate sampling of low frequency turbulent motions 
[32]. Here, attempt is only made at correcting the terms in 
Equation (3). We nonetheless recognize the likely existence of 
other error sources to the SEB non-closure. 

Corrections of the energy imbalance at the site 

The lack of energy closure at the Verdu site was observed to 
mainly originate from the insufficient soil heat flux and the 
radiances measured by the net radiometer (i.e. the lack of 
representativeness of the radiance and soil heat flux 
measurements, which for practical reasons were mostly located 
over the vegetation). Errors in the soil heat flux often result 
from insufficient or missing calculations in the storage term, i.e. 
the heat stored in the soil above the heat plate [30]. The 
calorimetric method [33] was applied to account for the soil 
heat storage between the probe and the soil surface. The 
calorimetric approach is preferred in the majority of storage 
corrections since it has been documented as not being very 
sensitive to input data [34], [35]. Accordingly, the corrected 
hear storage is written as, G� = G���� + C(∂T ∂t⁄ )δZ; where 
G���� is the ground heat flux observed at a depth δZ below the 
ground surface, C [J m�� K��] is the volumetric heat capacity 
of the soil layer, which is calculated by weighting the heat 
capacities of the various soil components by volume [33], [34]. 
∂T ∂t⁄  [K s��] is the change in soil temperature (T) over time 
(t) and δZ [m] is the thickness of the soil layer, 5 cm here. The 
soil water content and soil temperature measurements were 
used in these calculations. Missing soil temperatures to be used 
in the corrections were reconstructed using a sinusoidal method 
that related existing surface soil temperature with available [5 
cm] soil temperatures. A Savitzky-Golay filter [36] was applied 
to smooth out any sharp variations. Temperature has the 
greatest influence on G� estimates [35] deeming these 
transformations for missing soil temperatures necessary. It is 
however acknowledged the reconstructions may have further 
contributed to the energy balance uncertainties. 

 

 
Figure 2: a.i) The energy balance closure in terms of the 
available energy and turbulent fluxes at the Verdu site; a.ii) the 
measured upwelling thermal emission compared to emissions 
calculated using the different component temperature 

a.i a.ii 

b. 
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measurements; b) the uncorrected and corrected mid-day 
energy balance ratios (which is defined as the turbulent fluxes 
to available energy) over the period 

The radiance measurements from the net radiometer also 
underwent some corrections. This was to reduce any scale 
biases emanating from the fact that the four-stream instrument 
was located just above the vegetation canopy. An initial 
comparison of the outgoing longwave radiation to the surface 
emission as calculated from the component temperatures (from 
the thermal sensors) showed that the measured longwave 
radiation was mostly coming from the exposed vegetation 
elements (ID3 in Figure 2a.ii). Following similar logic, the 
same issue could also be expected to influence the short wave 
radiance observations. Rescaling the radiations based on the 
relative fraction covers of the soil and vegetation resulted in a 
net radiation estimate that helped reduce the lack of energy 
closure. 

Figure 2 illustrates the observed energy balance, both with 
and without flux corrections (specifically, Figure 2a.i, Figure 
2b plot the [un]corrected energy balance closure). The energy 
closure error from the observed data was quite apparent, with 
only ~69% of the available energy being accounted for by the 
eddy-covariance measurements. The corrections made to the 
soil heat flux, i.e. by including the soil storage term of the top 
layer (using the calorimetric method), resulted in an 
improvement of the energy balance closure slope by ~1000 
basis points to ~77 %. The shape – as described by the 
correlation coefficient – remained more or less the same, i.e., 
0.95, 0.94 for the corrected and uncorrected cycles, 
respectively. This mostly affected the daytime exchanges, 
where – as expected – failure to include the top 5 cm soil layer 
led to significant underestimation of the storage term. A less 
trivial aspect is related to the scale/footprint of the radiation 
(thus available energy) versus the turbulent flux measurements. 
To further refine the closure, the net radiation was therefore 
reconstructed to address the potential scale issues arising from 
the proximal positioning of the net radiometer to the vegetation 
(see the outgoing longwave emission comparisons in Figure 
2a.ii where radiation measurements generally tally with the 
exposed vegetation emissions). A further enhancement of the 
closure was henceforth achieved, with the regression slope 
improving to ~87.5%. The averaged daytime energy balance 
ratio (EBR = (H + λE)/(R� − G�), i.e., fraction of the daytime 
turbulent fluxes to the available energy) shows an improvement 
to 0.93 from 0.61, with a similar enhancement as the EBC slope. 
The mid-day EBR of the corrected energy balance terms 
(Figure 2b) is also closer to the 1-to-1 equivalence throughout 
the experimental period. The corrected fluxes were applied in 
the further evaluations of the surface energy balance modelling 
below. 

Reconstructed directional temperature 
The thermal cameras were installed to monitor the thermal 

infrared emission of the surface components throughout the 
experimental period. The field setup – with the relative 
positioning of the thermal sensors – is shown in Figure 1B. 

That is, two cameras (ID1 and ID3) observing the sunlit soil and 
vegetation elements and the ID2 camera observing the shaded 
vegetation. The shaded soil was not very apparent especially at 
the beginning of the growth cycle; as such, its temperature was 
retrieved as the cold pixels from the oblique looking cameras. 
Since the vineyard was kept at relatively similar/uniform 
conditions (in terms of irrigation and other practices), and given 
the logistical issues faced during set-up, we reasonably assumed 
that the temperatures observed at point scale were spatially 
representative of the entire site. Similarly, minimal mismatch 
between the EC and LST footprints could be assumed. Retrieval 
of emissions by source calls for emissivity correction of the 
observed brightness temperatures. Accordingly, we used the 
[manufacturer] recommended simple correction method (i.e., 
inversion of the Stefan Boltzmann equation) to obtain the 
component (or target) radiative temperatures (T��) from the 

thermal sensor observations, 

T�� = �
T������

� − (1 − ε)ε����������T����������
�

ε
�

�.��

(4) 

The air temperature served as the background temperature in 
these corrections. The emissivities of the soil and vegetation 
targets were taken as 0.96 and 0.98, respectively, while the 
atmosphere’s apparent emissivity (emissivity of the 
background) was estimated using method in [37], [38]; i.e., 

ε���������� = ε� = �ε�
��; where ε�

�� = 1.24(e� T�⁄ )�/� is the 

clear sky apparent emissivity. e� and T� are the air vapour 
pressure and temperature, respectively. � is a parameterized 
factor that scales the clear-sky emissivity to cloudy conditions 
[38], [39]. Further correction for the sensing wave-band was 
done using expressions from [40] and [41]. 

 
Figure 3: Overlaps of measurements from the ID2 and ID3 
thermal cameras for DoYs 150 and 183 

The directional surface temperature used to drive the models 
was subsequently reconstructed from the elemental 
temperatures weighted by their respective cover fractions in the 
view direction (both nadir and off-nadir). Due to the likelihood 
of mixed pixels, the sunlit elements were taken as the ~75th 
percentile of the observations from the cameras in the sun, 
while the shaded vegetation temperatures were taken as the 
~25th percentile of the pixels in the TIR camera inclined to view 
the shaded vegetation elements. There are large overlaps 
between the shaded and sunlit cameras (e.g., ID2 and ID3, 
respectively, see Figure 3) and to discriminate the relative 
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extremes of the sunlit/shaded elements, the overlaps could be 
negated by using the bounds. The Chebyshev’s inequality 
theorem, which is more general and can thus be applied to any 

probability distribution, yields P�|T − μ| ≥ √2σ� ≤ 50% for 

the foremost realistic bound, � ± √2�; � is the mean and � the 
standard deviation. Accordingly, respective values at ~� −

√2� and ~� + √2� were selected to represent the shaded and 
sunlit elements in place of the respective mean (�) values. This 
was nonetheless somewhat arbitrary but realistic (notably when 
compared to the respective retrieved/modelled temperatures). 

The weighting expression for the surface temperature is 
written thusly (e.g. [11]); 

����� = �� ���(��, ��)T��
�

�����,��,��,��
�

�.��

(5) 

where ������,��,��,��(��, ��) are the fractions of the 

individual surface components computed from the canopy 
allometric features and sun-target-view geometry as described 
in the Unified François model [16], [17] (the RTM used within 
the extended SPARSE, and described in the previous sub-

section), and T�� are the elemental or component temperatures 

of the sunlit/shaded soil and vegetation. Subscripts xy denote 
the sunlit (s) and shaded (h) for x, and y denotes the soil (g) and 
vegetation (v) elements. 

In UFR97, a turbid vine model, thus considering a 
discontinuous row canopy, is assumed while the vine mock-up 
in DART was more realistic (Figure 1B). Sunlit and shaded 
temperatures were then used as inputs of the UFR97 model, 
using the reconstruction expression (Equation (5)). In DART, 
the average soil and vegetation temperatures [T���=(T��� +
T���)/2] were needed as input and a [Δ =(T��� − T���)/2] used 
to assign illuminated [T��� = T��� + Δ] and shaded [T��� =
T��� − Δ] mock-up element temperatures for the directional 
temperature simulations). 

Input and methodology 
The variables required to drive the surface energy balance 

schemes (SPARSE/SPARSE4) include: meteorological 
conditions (wind speed, air temperature and humidity), and the 
surface biophysical characteristics (leaf area index, vegetation 
height, etc.). Table 1 below details these model inputs and the 
flux observations that are required when evaluating the SEB 
methods. 

Boundary conditions are described by the surface temperature 
input (which in SEB modeling is often taken as the 
reconstructed directional LST from aggregated individual 
element (soil and vegetation) temperatures, and can thus aid in 
describing conditions/exchanges at the aerodynamic level), as 
well as the potential and stress limits mentioned earlier. The 
minimum stomatal resistance for the vineyard was taken from 
[42]. 

Table 1: Model inputs: summary of meteorological, 
biophysical and flux information 

Data Source [Range] 

Model inputs (for both SPARSE and  SPARSE4) 

Bio-physical parameters:  

Leaf area index (LAI – 

[m�m��]) 

Leaf inclination distribution 

function (LIDF [-]) 

Vegetation height [m] 

Minimum stomatal resistance 

(r����� - [ s m��]) 

Field [varying] 

Literature [spherical 

assumed - ʛ = 0.5] 

Field [varying] 

Literature [100 s/m] 

Atmospheric forcing and observed turbulent fluxes 

Meteorological data: Incoming 

solar radiation ([W m��]), air & 

surface temperature [°C], 

relative humidity [-], wind speed 

[m s��]  

 

Field [varying - Figure 

1.C] 

 

 

Field [varying] Fluxes [� ���]: radiation; 

latent, sensible and ground heat 

Other data 

Viewing direction: Zenith 

(SPARSE and SPARSE4) and 

Azimuth (SPARSE4) 

Field [nadir and oblique 

VZA = ~0 − 60;  VAA =

~0 − 360] 

from local time & geo. 

co-ord. 

[solar algorithm] 

Solar direction [°]: Zenith and 

Azimuth (SPARSE4) 

The processed temperature data (i.e. emissivity corrected 
thermal measurements) were first used as input in radiative 
transfer schemes to perform an inter-comparison exercise. 
Three clear-sky days (DoYs: 128, 183, 211) were selected to 
perform these experiments. Consequently, directional surface 
temperatures simulated by the UFR97 [16] and the 4SAIL [21] 
radiative models were evaluated against those simulated by the 
3D DART [20] radiative scheme, taken as the ‘reference’, using 
3D vine objects/mock-ups that were created with the 
blender.org software and pictures of vines. 

The reconstructions of directional temperatures as applied in 
the experiments are described above. The surface energy 
balance methods (SPARSE and SPARSE4) were then driven 
using these reconstructed surface temperatures. In the first part, 
the surface temperatures of the entire campaign period were 
used and the models evaluated using the EB EC observations. 
The second part involved the evaluation of the SEB schemes in 
terms of directionality. The evaluations of the SPARSE and 
SPARSE4 models (in directional consistency experiments) 
using the reconstructed directional surface temperatures were 
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separately based on: i) reconstructions by UFR97 over the 
whole period, and ii) reconstructions from DART over the 
selected clear sky days. 

III. RESULTS 

A. Temperature reconstructions: surface temperature 
comparison - simple RTMs for complex canopy architectures 

In this section, we propose to evaluate the UFR97 radiative 
transfer model [16], [18] by comparing it with DART [20], as 
well as 4SAIL [21]. Accordingly, we compare surface 
temperatures simulated by the different RTMs. The UFR97 
radiative transfer method has already been evaluated against the 
thermal radiosity-graphics combined model, a 3D radiative 
transfer method, where its retrieval capabilities were 
demonstrated over continuous as well as heterogeneous (row 
and forest) canopies [16]. In their work, UFR97 was observed 
to outperform 4SAIL over heterogeneous/non-continuous 
canopies. Those evaluations are thus complemented here by the 
use of the 3-D DART model for 3 selected clear-sky days. 
DART has been cross-validated within the Radiation Transfer 
Model Intercomparison (RAMI) exercises [43], [44] and in TIR 
experiments [45], where it has been shown to provide realistic 
and accurate radiative components over homogeneous and 
heterogeneous canopies. The data used for this exercise has 
been described above.   

 
Figure 4: Inter-comparison of the UFR97 (and 4SAIL) 
temperatures to those simulated by the DART 3-D radiative 
transfer model. A) noon polar plots depicting the simulated 
angular temperatures; presented separately for the 3 selected 

periods (noon solar angles [DoY SZA SAA]: [128 25.17° 
147.67°]; [183 19.46° 139.49°] ; [211 23.89° 140.96°]) B) 
scatterplots and metrics of day-time UFR97 and 4SAIL-
retrieved surface temperatures versus those simulated by the 3-
D DART model, and C) the corresponding histograms of 
temperature differences. B) and C) combine all daytime data. 

Considering that DART simulations utilized realistic vine 
mock-ups (see Figure 1B), the UFR97 model (which relies on 
a turbid geometrical model) performs quite well when 
retrieving the directional signals, and generally outperforms the 
4SAIL radiative method that is classically based on a 
homogeneous canopy. As such, the row geometry consideration 
in UFR97 ensures better realism of the simulated directional 
temperatures, especially along the row (see Figure 4). The 
distribution of differences (Figure 4C) also shows that the 
UFR97-estimated temperatures were generally close to those 
simulated by DART, yielding a mean error of 0.21 °C versus 
0.69 °C achieved by the 4SAIL radiative transfer. 

B. Model estimates 

To simulate the energy budget components, the 
SPARSE/SPARSE4 energy balance modelling schemes were 
first forced using the reconstructed nadir surface temperatures 
(in addition to other meteorological inputs) - Equation (5). 
Figure 5 scatters the estimated turbulent fluxes against the 
observations. As exhibited by the daylong performance metrics, 
the models satisfactorily (and similarly) retrieved the overall 
fluxes. There was however a tendency for the models to 
overestimate the daytime sensible heat flux while somewhat 
underestimating the respective nighttime flux at the site leading 
to relatively small biases (overall biases for SPARSE and 
SPARSE4 were -5 W m-2 and -3 W m-2, respectively). In 
addition to inherent model-induced errors, this could also in 
part be attributed to measurement errors as given by the 
observed energy imbalance, i.e., lower observed turbulent 
fluxes relative to the measured available energy. While the 
representation of the surface as a row-scene helps in the realistic 
characterization of flux partitioning, this does not necessarily 
translate into a significant improvement in overall performance. 
Generally, the two SEB schemes do not show significant 
differences when simulating the overall fluxes, especially when 
forced using nadir surface temperatures. This can perhaps be 
explained by the fact that both methods use a relatively identical 
model structure, with similar physical/theoretical basing, such 
as the representation of turbulence (i.e., aerodynamic 
exchanges/interactions between the surface and the 
atmosphere). Provided the correct effective canopy area 
together with surface temperatures with minimal thermal 
directionality influences are used in surface energy modelling, 
reasonable flux retrievals can seemingly be achieved. 
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Figure 5: top) scatter plots of simulated versus observed turbulent fluxes at the Verdu site; left, SPARSE and right, SPARSE4; 
bottom) modelled (using in-situ meteorological and ancillary data) and in-situ daily evapotranspiration time-series’ 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Observed and simulated component temperatures over the period. Top to bottom – ‘sunlit’ and ‘shaded’ vegetation and 
‘sunlit’ soil, respectively

Separately, the surface energy balance models also simulated 
source temperatures, which could hence be compared with the 
observations. Overall, the estimated component temperatures 
were realistically reproduced. Qualitatively, this is illustrated in 
the time series’ in Figure 6 - i.e. the thermal camera 
measurements (labelled ID1, ID2, ID3 in Figure 1B) and the 
modelled temperature. Quantitatively, these modelled 

temperatures were satisfactory (Table 2). The coefficients from 
the UFR97 were used in weighting of the elemental 
temperatures for the average component temperatures used in 
the performance metrics calculations in Table 2 

 R2 

LE 0.64 

H 0.90 

    

 R2 

LE 0.67 

H 0.89 
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Table 2: Performance metrics of the overall fluxes and 
recalculated* average component temperatures 

 SPARSE SPARSE4 

 RMSD r bias RMSD r bias 

 [W m-2] [-] [W m-2] [W m-2] [-] [W m-2] 

LE 39 0.80 3 37 0.82 2 
H 50 0.95 -5 52 0.94 -3 
G 49 0.78 17 49 0.77 11 

Rn 32 0.99 14 33 0.99 15 

 [K] [-] [K] [K] [-] [K] 

Tv
* 3.14 0.95 -0.49 1.65     0.98 -0.77 

Tg
* 3.65 0.95 -0.58 3.15 0.96 -1.13 

C. Directional consistency: quasi-synthetic analyses 

Ideally, the estimated surface fluxes should exhibit overall 
satisfactory consistency, irrespective of the viewing direction 
of the thermal signal input. That is, they should not be affected 
by the sensing direction/geometry of a remote sensor. To check 
this retrieval consistency, the directional surface temperatures 
were reconstructed using Equation (5) as detailed in the 
methods section above. These were then used to rerun the 
models for comparison of the oblique-retrieved fluxes versus 
the nadir-retrieved ones. The polar plots of the resulting metrics 
(in terms of the Mean Absolute Error and the relative Root 
Mean Square Difference) are illustrated in Figure 7 (separately, 
the plots derived from using DART temperature data are shown 

in Figure 8). MAE = �

�
∑ �X���,� − X���,��

�
���  and rRMSD =

��
�

∑ �����,������,��
��

���

����
; where X��� and X��� are the directional-

retrieval and reference (nadir-based or observation) variables 
(latent and sensible heat energy fluxes), respectively. 

Retrieval consistency is generally degraded cross-row with a 
much better consistency between nadir and oblique retrievals 
along the vine row. Along row, the gap fraction tends to remain 
relatively constant from nadir to higher zenith angles. This is 
however not the case cross-row where the observed vegetation 
fraction cover will increase with decrease in elevation. Early on 
in the growth period, when the surface is mostly bare, thermal 
directionality effects are mainly observed to influence flux 
retrievals in the hotspot region (Figure 7 a). For such periods, 
the influences are nonetheless small. Even for periods with 
relatively full row development, the hotspot region somewhat 
adds to the nadir versus oblique flux retrieval inconsistencies. 
The row geometry’s contribution to the retrieval directionality 
influences also becomes apparent during this growth stage 
(especially at larger zenith angles). This is indeed observed for 
both SEB schemes with varying magnitudes, but more 
pronounced in SPARSE most likely due to its canopy 
homogeneity assumption. 
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Figure 7: LE and H polar plots of oblique-vs-nadir rRMSD and MAE for the growth period – i.e., periods with low 
vegetation cover and with fully grown vines [noon and all-day] 
 

 
 

1 
In addition to the full period dataset that contained the 

directional temperatures reconstructed using the UFR97 model 
(as described above, i.e. Equation (5)), the sample dataset used 
for the DART comparisons was also applied to the models. This 
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data was limited to only three clear-sky days. A comparison of 
the directional temperature reconstructions to those simulated 
by the 3D DART model (as used hereafter) are illustrated in 
Figure 4. Figure 8 below shows the directional inconsistencies 
observed when the DART temperatures were used in the 
inversion of the surface energy balance (latent and sensible 

energy fluxes) in SPARSE and SPARSE4. The polar plots 
depict the relative-RMSD (left) and mean absolute error (right) 
of oblique-based versus nadir-based flux retrieval estimates. 
Two top rows in Figure 8 - for the consistency evaluations; and 
two bottom rows - the retrievals based on directional surface 
temperatures but compared to the respective EC observations. 

 

Figure 8: directional inconsistency (nadir- versus oblique-based estimates) for the two SPARSE surface energy balance methods; 
b) comparison of the directional retrievals as compared to the eddy covariance observations. Polar plot illustrations use the around 
noon data over the three selected clear-sky days

IV. DISCUSSION 

A. Implication of applying simple RTMs for complex canopy 
architectures 

The consideration of the row architecture in UFR97 ensures 
that the distribution of temperatures over the angular viewing 
space (that is, shape of polar plots, particularly along the rows) 
is rather well reproduced, in comparison to the DART model. 
This is an important aspect especially when considering the 
inversion of (directional) brightness temperatures for turbulent 
fluxes in energy balance modeling. Relatively simple SEB 
methods can benefit from such radiative transfer realism when 
estimating and partitioning energy/water fluxes over 
heterogeneous (row) canopies.   

It however appeared that a turbid model such as the unified 
François model could not model some specific phenomena. For 
example, the column used to represent the row (where the 
canopy leaf area is uniformly grouped vertically - see 
illustration in Figure 1.B, in green) may not be very realistic 
given that a vine generally consists of the lower part (trunk) and 
the upper whorl structure (see Figure 1). At relatively low sun 

elevation, such a complex canopy structure makes it possible to 
observe more shadows (or vice versa) especially when viewing 
from low elevation angles. The symmetry of the UFR97 tends 
to disperse the simulations uniformly across the row. This arises 
from the fundamental description of the method, i.e., it is 
essentially a product of the gap probability (based on the row 
geometry [18]) and  the anisotropy variations of illuminated / 
shaded probabilities of [46] that are based on a homogeneous 
scene, and also the illumination modifications made in [16]. A 
better representation of the row shape, for example the 
enhancement described in [47], could perhaps provide a more 
detailed radiative transfer modelling with improved realism. 

B. Retrieval sensitivity to thermal directionality 

Modelling surface exchanges using directional remotely-sensed 
surface temperature data requires that the applied SEB methods 
exhibit little sensitivity to such angular inputs. Ideally, TRD-
influenced surface brightness temperatures should consistently 
describe the prevailing terrestrial water status conditions – in both 
observation and simulation setups. In the latter, such an optimal 
outcome is unlikely to be achieved due to physically deficient 
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methods that have to rely on and model several 
related/interdependent and interacting variables and processes. As 
observed in the current study, canopy structure and landscape 
heterogeneity are some of the surface characteristics that are often 
inexactly represented in modelling schemes. 

By incorporating the UFR97 radiative transfer scheme that 
supports heterogeneous [in addition to homogeneous] landscapes, 
SPARSE4 is able to better ensure consistency of modelled surface 
exchanges when driven with directional surface temperature, 
especially at cross-row higher zenith angles. 

Notwithstanding the heterogeneity offered, the application of 
simple radiative models to represent complex canopies is not 
without limitation, as is shown in the current work. The symmetry 
(in the simple turbid models: here the heterogeneous UFR97 and 
homogeneous [19] / Beer Lambert’s schemes) versus the 
dissymmetry (in DART with the more realistically modelled vine 
mock-up) in the simulated directional temperatures described 
above does indeed influence the retrieval consistency between 
different thermal infrared input directions. Along the row (i.e., at 
view angles close to the row direction), DART simulates 
relatively contrasting temperatures in the directions in and away 
from the Sun’s direction. While the symmetric simulations by the 
UFR97 model in the Sun’s direction can reproduce the 
temperature distributions in DART, the lower temperatures close 
to the row - in the direction away from the sun - are not well 
mimicked. As pointed out earlier, this could perhaps be ascribed 
to the radiative method applied, which is a product of row gap 
frequency according [18] and the illumination/shade anisotropy 
variations or probabilities of [46] that are based on a homogeneous 
scene. Applying such disparately lower temperatures when 
inverting the surface energy balance tends to infer a lower surface 
water-stress. Henceforth, the lower temperatures in the Sun’s 
opposite direction are inconsistently manifested in the form of 
higher [lower] latent [sensible] heat fluxes. 

Better directional consistency does not necessarily imply an 
overall better model performance. Whereas the oblique-based 
(close to zenith) model estimates can be seen to be consistent with 
the nadir-based estimates (with degraded consistency further off-
nadir), the performance relative to the true or real observations 
may indicate and thus be interpreted otherwise. Unless the 
inconsistencies manifest in large magnitudes (as would be the case 
in scenes with moderate-to-large vegetation fraction covers), then 
standardizing / normalizing the directional thermal data to a 
specific direction (for instance, nadir) should not be assumed to 
result in better flux estimations. As shown in Figure 8 (i.e., 
sensible heat flux estimated using SPARSE4), the performance 
further off-nadir can sometimes be better than the more consistent 
near-nadir estimates. Nonetheless, more robust algorithms that 
ensure directional consistency are necessary as that would give 
users confidence in obtaining appropriate direction-independent 
outputs.  

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

An experimental field study was carried out in the framework 
of HiLiaise project aiming at monitoring surface energy balance 
components of a vineyard in Verdu, Catalonia, Spain. The 
processed and corrected (for the observed energy imbalance) 
fluxes are presented. The energy balance closure was improved 
considerably after correcting the available energy (net radiation 

- soil heat flux) terms. That is, by including the top layer storage 
term for the overall soil heat flux and the enhancement of the 
radiances measured by the net radiometer to account for scale 
(or proximity) issues. These measurements were then applied 
for onward assessment of methods used to estimate the surface 
energy balance. For the surface energy balance modelling, the 
directional surface temperature was initially reconstructed from 
the measured elemental temperatures whereupon we 
demonstrated the applicability of the relatively simple Unified 
François model over the heterogeneous row canopy. While 
homogeneity of the surface is often assumed in methods used 
for characterizing land surface processes, it is necessary to 
consider realistic canopy geometries for better modelling of 
angular anisotropy dynamics.  A preliminary comparison 
between the UFR97 model, 4SAIL and the ‘reference’ DART 
simulations was thus performed, where it was shown that the 
UFR97 simulations were more consistent with the DART 
‘truths’ particularly in terms of temperature distribution over 
the polar space. 

From runs using the nadir-reconstructed surface temperatures, 
the surface energy balance SPARSE schemes yielded 
reasonable surface turbulent flux estimates, which as somewhat 
expected were relatively similar since both methods are based 
on a similar model structure (model assumptions, physics, 
among others).  A realistic retrieval of component thermal 
emissions was also achieved where the overall trends and 
magnitudes of the various surface elements were replicated. To 
check the angular retrieval consistency, the reconstructed 
temperatures (directional, i.e. nadir and off-nadir) were used to 
re-run the SPARSE and SPARSE4 energy balance schemes. 
Both methods ensured flux consistency along-row with 
degraded performance being observed cross-row. This was 
more pronounced in the SPARSE estimates, which could be 
attributed to the inherent continuous/homogeneous surface 
assumption. 

The study has demonstrated the necessity of incorporating 
more realistic canopy representations if directional retrieval 
consistency is to be maintained. While the use of a 
homogeneous radiative scheme may be sufficient when using 
near-nadir thermal measurements, improved modelling of the 
canopy should allow better flux consistency especially for 
higher view angles. However, the realism of simple radiative 
schemes used for heterogeneous surfaces needs to be improved 
to mimic naturally occurring asymmetries (as modelled by 
more complex 3D models) and thus reduce directional effects. 
The asymmetry in directional data from the more realistic 3D 
DART model showed that there is a real need for a better 
representation of the turbid models used in the radiative 
scheme.  This could possibly involve, inter alia: better 
description of the row shape and structure (as introduced in 
[47]), which should include representing the vertical vegetation 
column (especially of tree canopies) with better realism (for 
instance, considering the upper whorl and lower trunk 
separately for realistic directional gap frequency estimations); 
considering other leaf distributions (inclinations and 
orientations) that also occur in natural terrestrial systems, such 
as planophile / erectophile leaf distributions. Since such 
considerations would require collection of additional 
biophysical-related data, care should be taken to ensure a 
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parsimonious modelling principle. Regarding accounting for 
directional effects in single-source RS-based SEB methods, 
where homogeneous canopies are often assumed, there is need 
to formulate simple kernel-driven radiative schemes for 
heterogeneous (e.g. row) structures to aid in the inversion for 
surface fluxes over such canopies.  

Given the specificities in the current study (that is, the unique 
setup and heterogeneity at the experimental site), we 
acknowledge that the results should generally be interpreted in 
the context of local or point-scale surface exchange observation 
and modelling. Over large spatial scales, the surface (as 
depicted in satellite pixels) is likely to be composed of mixed 
canopies. The aforementioned schemes (especially those that 
are based on mixed-pixels, such as the framework proposed in 
[9] and the angular normalization method applied on MODIS 
LST data by [48]) could perhaps be better suited for low 
resolution application purposes, thus warranting further 
analyses and refinement of such methods. 
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